
T                                           he National Fish and Wildlife Foundation’s Western Water Program supports effective conservation 
actions to improve water quantity and quality to benefit fish and wildlife populations in the western 
United States and the U.S.-Mexico border region. Working with landowners, public agencies, tribal 

entities, nonprofit groups and other partners, NFWF funds projects that acquire water from willing 
sellers to increase water flows in streams, lakes and wetlands, and to restore healthy habitats for many 
water-dependent species.

With assistance from core affiliates including Ecosystem Economics, Mentor Law Group, and WestWater 
Research, NFWF focuses on actions to sustain critical freshwater habitats and address the needs of 
farmers and ranchers and the communities where they live.

www.nfwf.org/wwp
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Columbia Basin Water 
Transactions Program
In 2002, the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) established a 
partnership with NFWF to manage a program supporting innovative, 
voluntary transactions to improve stream flows in the Columbia Basin 
states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington. During the peak 
growing season, legal water withdrawals for irrigation leave many streams 
and rivers in the region low or dry, with significant consequences for 
imperiled salmon, steelhead trout, and other fish and wildlife. Using 
permanent acquisitions, leases, conservation investments and other 
approaches, the Columbia Basin Water Transactions Program (CBWTP) 
supports state water agencies, tribes, conservation organizations and 
other program partners to assist farmers, ranchers and irrigation districts 
in restoring flows.

Because of CBWTP’s flow restoration efforts, in 2012, 112,800 acre-feet 
were instream. Nearly half of this volume will be instream in perpetuity, 
boosting flows to benefit high-priority habitats and native fish populations. 
Voluntary, market-based water transactions have provided an effective 
and fair way to balance out-of-stream water uses with the need to 
maintain stream flows for imperiled fish. As part of this effort, the CBWTP 
has developed an accounting framework to assess the effectiveness of 
water transactions in improving habitat conditions for targeted species. 
By providing data on the contribution of transactions to desired ecological 
outcomes, the framework provides science-based guidance for future 
transactions. 

The program is made possible through funding by BPA in cooperation 
with the Northwest Power and Conservation Council and with support 
from The Altria Group.

Colorado River Delta Restoration Fund
The United States and Mexico signed an historic agreement in 2012 to address long-standing issues regarding bi-national water 
management during periods of extended drought as well as the ongoing loss of freshwater flows in the once-magnificent 
Colorado River Delta. Among the key provisions of “Minute No. 319” to the U.S.-Mexico water treaty is a five-year commitment 
by both countries to support the restoration of freshwater flows through the dedication of waters stored in U.S. reservoirs and 
through acquisition of additional water from willing sellers by the non-profit Delta Water Trust in Mexico. 

With an initial grant from USFWS, NFWF established the Colorado River Delta Restoration Fund to support habitat restoration 
projects and related measures under the Minute. Subsequent agreements govern the flow of funds through U.S. International 
Boundary and Water Commission (USIBWC) and its sister agency in Mexico to local conservation groups doing restoration work 
in the Delta. NFWF is also taking part in a coordinated NGO campaign to raise at least $10 million over the next four years to 
support Delta Water Trust acquisitions, habitat restoration projects, scientific studies, and negotiation of a more comprehensive 
and lasting bi-national restoration agreement by the end of the five-year period.
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Walker Basin Restoration Program
The Walker Basin Restoration Program (WBRP) was established by Congress in October 2009 for the primary purpose of restoring 
and maintaining Walker Lake, a natural desert lake in Nevada at the terminus of the Walker River stream system with headwaters 
in the Sierra Nevada of California. Walker Lake has declined more than 150 feet in elevation in the past century due primarily 
to upstream water withdrawals, threatening ecological collapse of a high-desert oasis for common loons and other migratory 
waterfowl, and one critical for recovery of the threatened Lahontan cutthroat trout. 

NFWF assumed leadership of the WBRP in January 2010 through an agreement with the Bureau of Reclamation that includes 
$118 million for water acquisitions from willing sellers, demonstration water leasing and associated research, conservation and 
stewardship. A follow-on agreement provides an additional $88 million in Desert Terminal Lakes (DTL) funding to support the 
core purposes of the program as well as similar priorities in the Truckee, Carson and Summit Lake basins.

Working with local communities, irrigators, agencies and a variety of other organizations, WBRP has already completed ten 
transactions with willing sellers to secure up to 20 percent of the water needed to restore and maintain Walker Lake.  In addition, 
legal efforts are underway to protect acquired water rights instream for the benefit of the Walker River and Walker Lake. A $23 
million grant agreement for a three-year storage water lease demonstration program with the Walker River Irrigation District was 
signed in 2012, and a negotiated agreement on thru-Reservation water conveyance is being developed in partnership with the 
Walker River Paiute Tribe.

WBRP’s land stewardship extends to soil conservation and native re-vegetation efforts on land where water has been acquired. 
The program collaborates with ditch companies, resource agencies, and local water managers to address the challenges and 
opportunities associated with the purchase and conversion of agricultural water rights from willing landowners to instream use.

Rio Grande Water Transactions Program
In 2011, NFWF received a grant from the USIBWC in partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to launch the 
Rio Grande Water Transactions Program (RGWTP). The program supports the restoration of riparian habitat for the federally-
endangered Southwestern willow flycatcher along a 105-mile reach of the river from Caballo Dam in southern New Mexico to El 
Paso, Texas.

The RGWTP works closely with Audubon New Mexico and its partners to establish a framework for acquiring water rights from 
willing sellers in the federal Rio Grande Project. The program also works closely with the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID), 
the major purveyor of project water in New Mexico. As a result of these efforts, the EBID Board recently approved a first-ever 
policy supporting the use of project water for native habitat restoration. The RGWTP continues to pursue targeted outreach to 
potential willing sellers and is currently drafting purchase proposals for EBID surface water rights. 
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Emerging Initiatives
Drawing on its broad experience with water transactions, NFWF is currently developing a pilot Flow-based Credit Initiative with 
support from the Natural Resources Conservation Service.  This innovative, market-based initiative is designed to fund priority 
water transactions by establishing a mechanism to allow businesses, counties and municipalities, landowners and others to 
purchase flow-based credits to satisfy applicable mitigation requirements (e.g., those arising from the Clean Water Act).  NFWF 
is supporting local partners in the Klamath 
to develop water transactions for the pilot in 
cooperation with willing sellers. 

In California, NFWF’s concept for a Central 
Valley Water Transactions Program is being 
evaluated by the USFWS, the Bureau of 
Reclamation and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration as a means to 
increase the pace and effectiveness of flow 
restoration efforts in that state. The program, 
which builds on the recommendations of 
two independent expert panels, would help 
to meet the water needs of wildlife refuges 
and fisheries in the Central Valley and its 
tributaries. Other recent developments 
include an assessment of opportunities for 
adapting our water transactions strategy 
to complement NFWF’s Sierra Nevada 
Meadow Restoration Initiative and deliver 
even greater conservation outcomes.

NFWF is also working with the Walton Family 
Foundation, the Bonneville Environmental 
Foundation, and other partners and affiliates 
to support freshwater restoration initiatives 
in additional priority western watersheds. 
These efforts include a 2012 evaluation of 
the Colorado River Delta Water Trust; review 
and certification of flow improvement 
investments in Utah’s Bear River Basin, 
Arizona’s Verde River Basin, and Colorado’s 
Yampa River Basin; and an ongoing 
strategic assessment of where transactions-
based wildlife and habitat conservation 
opportunities might align with other NFWF 
conservation priorities. 

Finally, with the support of the Walton 
Family Foundation, NFWF organized two Western Water Transactions Workshops to enhance shared learning among water 
transaction practitioners, agencies, and funders.  The first was held in Reno, Nevada in May 2012, and the second in Bend, 
Oregon in May 2013.  Both events were well-attended by representatives from western U.S. states as well as northern Mexico 
and featured panel presentations, field tours, and open discussion. 

For more information on NFWF’s Western Water Program, contact Andrew Purkey, Director, 
Western Water Program (503-417-8700, andrew.purkey@nfwf.org) or David Yardas, Program 
Director, Southwest & Interior Water Programs (202-857-0166, david.yardas@nfwf.org). Learn 
more at www.nfwf.org/wwp.


